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Women speaking from Margins  
Activism, Resistance, and Agency  

 
 
Introduction  
 
The National Consultation on the Dalit, Adivasi, and other Vulnerable Women took place on 27-28 Novem-
ber 2019 in Pune, Maharashtra at the Krantijyoti Savitribai Phule University.  
 
Participants  
 
 
This consultation was aimed to highlight grassroots issues that the partners are engaged in, understand chal-
lenges, devise strategies and derive a constructive action plan to combat the deep-seated oppression and dis-
crimination faced by Dalit, Adivasi, Muslim, and other marginalised women. 
  
Inauguration 
 
The Lighting of the lamp  
 
Ms. Smriti Minocha on behalf of the Maitri network invited and introduced the esteem guests - Bhanwari 
Devi, Social Activist; Dr. Anagha Tambe, the Director, KSP Women’s Studies Centre, SPPU; Dh. 
Kaunaprabha of Green Tara Foundation, Maitri Network Representative, and Ashif Shaikh, Founder of Jan 
Sahas, Deepa Tak, Assistant Professor, KSP Women’s Studies Centre, SPPU, and requested them to for-
mally inaugurate Consultation by lighting the lamp. 
 
Collective Reading the ‘Preamble’ 
 
Savita Jadhav led the open reading of the ‘Preamble’ of the Constitution of India. This was to reiterate com-
mitment to values enshrined in the Constitution. 

 
Opening Session  
 
Speakers: Bhanwari Devi, Dr. Anagha Tambe, Ms. Deepa Tak, Ashif Shaikh, and Dh. Karunaprabha 
 
Fight for your rights - Bhanwari Devi 

Her lifelong struggle to secure justice led to the formation of laws to protect women against sexual harass-
ment at the workplace. A true fighter to the core, Bhanwari Devi spoke with the audience in her native lan-
guage full of hope and strength. She emphasised the need to fight against every injustice and said it is the 
only way women can deal with their problems. “Whatever difficulties you encounter speak about them, 
share your problems, and be strong and united in tackling them,” she said and added that one has to fight 
at various levels - sometimes you have to confront the people in your own family, people in your villages 
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and you also have to fight with the government and pursue the court battles to demand answers from the 
system. 

Sharing the plight of adivasi women she said that despite problems they cannot afford to sit back and keep 
silent about their situation. How justice will be done, if women refrain from speaking out, asked Bhanwari 
Devi who herself has courageously fought the sexual violence against her two and a half decades ago. De-
spite a long passage of time, her fighting spirit has hardly diminished. 

Referring to her fight against the sexual violence inflicted upon her while she was genuinely trying to per-
form her duty - stopping a child marriage - Bhanwari Devi said, “had I sat within the four walls of my house I 
would not have been here, speaking with you. Although I have not succeeded in securing justice for myself, 
I am happy that my fight has benefited my sisters.” 

Learning from the grassroots knowledge - Dr. Anagha Tambe  

Speaking on behalf of the Women Studies Centre that has been conducting different gender studies for the 
past three decades, Dr. Anagha Tambe said, “We believe the time has arrived when research and activism 
have to join hands. By bridging the gap between us we need to learn from one another. This will help both 
academicians and activists to better understand the complexities of the issue, especially the changing face 
of violence.” 

She expressed that the two-day consultation would enrich everyone’s knowledge about the grassroots is-
sues and the corresponding social actions addressing them. “The Women Studies Centre would like to en-
rich its grassroots level database by actively associating with different grassroots level movements, organi-
sations, and networks. This would help our University students to widen their perspectives and conduct 
their researches with a broader understanding of contemporary issues.”   

The changing context of violence - Deepa Tak 

Giving the background account of events and discussions that led to the two-day consultation Deepa Tak 
said, “The seed of this consultation was sown two years ago when the seminar - Dalit Women Speak-Out - 
was conducted with the SPPU’s Women Studies Center. Seminar revealed the discrepancies in approaches 
that the academics and activists taken on certain gender issues. Further discussion brought out the need 
for an in-depth discussion that would aid in framing new values, philosophies, and principles. This exchange 
helped in understanding the means of incorporating the grassroots strategies in university researches.”  

“This consultation is an invaluable opportunity for the WSC to build its understanding about the context of 
the oppression and the struggle of the marginalised women at the grassroots,” she said and added the 
need to understand nuances of gender-based violence and be aware of the context of violence and its in-
tersectionality.  

Realise your power to fight and bring about change - Ashif Shaikh  

Despite progressing economy glaring disparities continue to exist. Ashif Shaikh highlighted the situation of 
social groups who continue to be ‘less equal than others’. “Almost 12 lakh women, all belonging to sched-
uled castes, are still into manual scavenging though it is legally prohibited in 1993. Though these people 
give a needful service to others, they are stigmatised and discriminated against. Their children are treated 
as untouchables in schools. In yet another community young girls are traded for sex, since the age of 
twelve, as part of tradition and custom of the village. When as a society we are going to stop such inhuman 
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practices and ensure a life of dignity for every human being, as guaranteed by the Indian Constitution,” he 
asked.       

Some changes have certainly taken place but they are insignificant compared to the intensity of discrimina-
tion and oppression. Ashif Shaikh who has closely worked with Bhanwari Devi shared the nature of discrim-
ination she faces in her village. Known for her daunting fight for justice all over the world, she is facing dis-
crimination and abuse by her villagers. They want her to leave ‘their’ village. Nobody participates in public 
programmes organised by her, even the Dalits are threatened and are not able to extend their support to 
her. “We are no way going to succumb to the situation as we believe in fighting for our rights,” said Ashif 
and appealed all survivors to raise their voices and keep the fights alive, especially to make the state and 
judiciary accountable to fulfil their duty towards their citizens. 

Strengthening the voice of Dalit and marginalised women - Dh. Abhyanavita 

Giving an introduction of Maitri Network and its core principles Dh. Karunaprabha fondly remembered 
‘Rajni Didi’ as a vital part of the Maitre Network. A feminist activist and writer Rajni Tilak was at the fore-
front of the formation Rashtriya Dalit Mahila Adhikar Aandolan. “The formation of Maitri network germi-
nated from her mind. Since its formation, the network is taking efforts to address issues of livelihood, citi-
zenship, and non-discrimination of Dalit women. Apart from the fifteen-day activism - from 25th November 
to 10th December every year - Maitri organises various programmes and discussions to unite and 
strengthen activists working with marginalised women.”   

Formed in 2011 Maitri is a collective of organisations working on women issues, particularly the issues of 
Dalit and other marginalised women. “Maitri was born out of a realisation that the issues of Dalit women 
are specific and distinct from general gender issues. The need to make Dalit women’s leadership stronger 
was felt to be able to make the plight of Dalit women discernible. Accordingly, Maitri Network took up the 
role to strengthen Dalit women’s voice for their rights and their leadership,” she said and added that the 
Pune National Consultation is also a part of ongoing dialogue Maitri pursues with the like-minded groups 
and activists. 

 
Session 1 - Setting the context - Explaining Marginalisation of Vulnerable women 
 
Speakers: P. Sivakami, Feminist Writer and Activist and Paul Divakar Namala, Activist Asia Dalit 
Rights Forum 
 
Moderator: Lalida P., ADECOM Network  
 
Lalida P. introduced and invited the speakers for their presentations.  

Secure and strengthen the sources of power: Ms. P. Sivakami 

While the inaugural session presented the voices of the marginalised women in broad strokes, P. Sivakami 
added finer strokes to elucidate the material and cultural basis of their oppression. “Issues of the Dalit 
women should be understood from a gender-caste-class perspective. The Dalit identity is also conceptual 
because it is determined by suppressing women’s agency, ensuring her purity, where marriages outside the 
caste are unacceptable. Dalit community is divided into two identities: the Ambedkarites and the Bud-
dhists. The followers of Ambedkar belonged to the deprived and the oppressed class. The Buddhists fled to 
the neighbouring countries because several decades ago, Buddhist and Jain monks were driven out of our 
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country and were prosecuted by the Hindus.” While we focus on atrocities inflicted against the Dalits in 
myriad forms, we need to understand and address the root causes of these problems, she urged.  

Asking that why the Dalits and marginal communities are forced to live in the same situation for genera-
tions and are not allowed to progress, she said, “They are systematically robbed of their power to hold and 
control their resources. For instance, in rural areas where power revolves around ownership of land, in re-
ality, majority Dalits are landless labourers. The barren land that they acquired during the British period are 
also snatched away from them. Another reality is the pathetic situation of basic amenities in Dalit vastis. 
Invariably the location of the Dalit vastis in a village is such that it cuts them away from the main village. It 
is like having two separate villages within itself. Lack of basic amenities like water and health services, lack 
of transportation and other contribute to their poor lifestyle, low earnings, school dropouts, and such prob-
lems.”    

Therefore, the state should frame policies and programmes that will bring the Dalits out of their confined 
social, economic, and political status and also properly implement them. Projects also need to be imple-
mented at the micro level organisations such as school, hospital, courts, family, etc., where society has kept 
alive predesigned tradition of oppression in the name of culture and religion. If this is countered it could 
shatter the oppressive systems, she argued. 

Summing up key points of her argument P. Sivakami said, “the core issues leading to the oppression and 
subjugation of the Dalit community are landlessness and homelessness. Majority Dalits belong to lower 
economic strata and therefore they lack resources even to support and sustain the collective and organised 
actions against their oppression.” She urged the platforms like Maitri network should empower the Dalits 
and other marginal communities by focusing on issues that are common to all three communities and 
working on them by developing a concrete action plan. 

Changing the narrative to support women’s leadership is crucial - Mr. Paul Divakar Namala 

At the outset, Paul Divakar highlighted the distinctness of Dalit activism. Realising the marginalisation of 
Dalit specific issues in the broader feminist movement, the Dalit women have stood up and fought for their 
rights and also against their dehumanisation. They have fought humiliation, victimisation, and shame and 
transformed it into strength to challenge dehumanisation and have emerged as human rights contenders 
and defenders, he said.   

He said that in their fights the Adivasi, Dalit, and Muslim women need to focus upon five important aspects. 
The first is to ensure democratic equality. This means to assert your agency by taking advantage of spaces 
provided by the Constitution of India that guarantees democratic equality as our fundamental right to 
every citizen. The second, ensure an accountable eco-system. This essentially means eradicating exclusion 
by accessing laws and policies that mean to protect the rights of the Dalit, Adivasi, and Muslim women. 
Support the marginalised women to file cases against the injustice, stand by them in their fight, run an effi-
cient grievance redressal system, access educational support in the basic as well as higher studies educa-
tion, so on and so forth. The third, changing the narratives around the struggle of the Dalit, Adivasi and 
Muslim women. Specifically, to hold the perpetrators responsible and pay the price of their deeds within 
the confines of democratic and judicial means. The fourth, creating an enabling environment for the Dalit, 
Adivasi and Muslim women within our organisations that supports their voices and hones their leaderships.  
The fifth, reform coalition, which means enlarge our solidarity coalitions with the Dalit, Adivasi and Muslim 
women and to release their leadership potential. 
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Session 2 - Violence and Marginalised women  
 
Speakers: Manjula Pradeep, Human Rights Activist; Mittal Patel, Member of NT DNT Development 
Welfare Board under Niti Aayog; Hasina Khan, Bebaak Collective  
 
Moderator: Vaishali Bhandwalkar, Nirmal Bahuuddeshiya Vikas Sanstha, Pune   
 
 
Being a Dalit woman in India - Manjula Pradeep 
 
Inequality is a day to day reality of Indian society. However, some social groups, like the Dalits, especially 
the Dalit women, are more unequal than others. Therefore, the violence faced by the Dalit women is patriar-
chal as well as structural. More often the physical violence is visible, but the mental scars and violation of 
dignity it causes often remain unseen. Manjula Pradeep raised Dalit women’s issues in this context. “I have 
seen Dalit women who participate equally spiritedly with men in their land rights struggles. As a result, in 
many instances, they have faced severe physical as well as sexual violence. Women also suffer a lot when 
the community has to migrate or is forced out for its assertiveness. Similarly, when Dalit families are so-
cially abstained by the local dominant groups, men don’t get employment and women have to bear the bur-
den of survival of the family. Despite this reality, the violence against Dalit women is mostly seen just from 
a caste angle and not so much from a gender angle,” she pointed.        
 
Lamenting that the problems the Dalit women have to face get subsumed under their caste identity, Manjula 
Pradeep said that the Dalit community fails to look at the women’s problems from a gender perspective. She 
shared an example of a young college student who was facing sexual violence from her professors. After fac-
ing the exploitation for years, she finally gathered courage to speak out. However, rather than standing by 
her side her own family disowned her. The family wanted to hush up the issue and was afraid as well as 
ashamed to speak about sexual violence openly. Due to the unwillingness of the family/community and pres-
sure of the  caste panchayats far fewer incidences of rapes and sexual violence against Dalit girls and women 
get reported, she said.       
 
On the other hand, the social bias in addressing the incidences of rapes against Dalit women is also evident.    
Although the percentage of sexual violence against Dalit women is far more than non-Dalit women, their 
cases, even when reported, get lesser social attention and media coverage. “The collective outrage that we 
witnessed after Nirbhaya case in Delhi was justified, however, cases of similar or even gruesome sexual vio-
lence against Dalit women are not even properly covered and followed up in the media,” she observed.  
 
There are many rituals and practices observed in our society that emphasise the subordinate status of Dalits, 
especially women in the community. Be it the age-old practice of ‘breast tax’ in Kerala or now illegal yet 
intact practice of Devadasi in Karnataka and Maharashtra or practice observed by women of not wearing 
chappals in front of upper caste and other elderly men in the community - the discrimination and bias against 
Dalit women is still intact.         
 
Appreciating the militancy among the Dalit women Manjula Pradeep said that they are perceived as weak 
because of their multiple identities. But they are the strongest as they fight against both patriarchy and the 
caste system. Those who believe and stand up for the rights of Dalit and Adivasi women have to get out of 
their own caste identity and get into the shoes of Dalit, Adivasi and marginalised women and support their 
rights, she appealed.  
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The NT/ DNT Women and their issues – Mittal Patel  
 
Coping with wandering and fringed life NT/DNT tribes lead almost an excluded life. Their existence doesn’t 
matter for the rest of the society, they cease to exist also in the official documents like the census. Talking 
about the specific problems of NT/DNT tribes - almost 313 Nomadic Tribes and 198 Denotified Tribes with 
an estimated population of 60 million all over India - Mittal Patel shared day to day survival problems of the 
women in these tribes. She said that gender issues don’t get much prominence as a result of their extreme 
marginal status. Since they don’t have a stable base and live at the mercy of villagers even to fulfill the ne-
cessities like getting water and shelter. When in urban areas they live on footpaths and have to be cautious 
about their safety and security. During the night family members take turns to be awake to guard their peo-
ple.  
 
Nomadic tribes eke out their living through traditional occupations. Some earn their living through street 
plays, rope walking, playing music and entertainment to people in the streets. Some communities live by 
their traditional occupation such as making bamboo baskets, toys of waste materials or the making of agri-
cultural tools, while some live on catching birds and making small trades or hunting. Some of these occupa-
tions have become non-viable with times, while some depending on the use of animals for entertainment 
have become illegal. Many tribes are into a deeper crisis because of the loss of traditional occupations. Be-
cause of their peculiar dressing and lifestyle, they are seen as shoplifters or the traffickers of young children. 
Recently many cases of mob lynching of community members have been reported, where the NT/DNT men 
and women who were begging or selling petty goods were considered to be thieves and trashed by groups of 
people. Only a handful of the cases come to the fore and actual percentage of such cases is far more than the 
reported ones. Police harassment is also a commonplace problem. Whenever a crime happens in an area and 
perpetrators are untraceable, local police pick up NT/DNT men from these areas as suspects. Then the 
women have to make rounds of police stations for the release of their men. Sometimes, when sensing the 
trouble from the police, men run away and hide for days, women are harassed by the police to know their 
men’s whereabouts. In this process, women and children suffer a lot. Being ignorant and illiterate they don’t 
know their rights and succumb to police excesses.    
 
NT/DNT tribes are not homogenous, each one has its unique culture and lifestyle and therefore, the problems 
faced by the women in each of their own communities are also specific. Some of their traditional practices 
are inhuman and barbaric while some are quite liberal. Their internal Jaat Pachayats are dominant. Their 
rules and verdicts are often anti-women and mean to control them. A detailed study is needed to understand 
the specific conditions of each of these tribes and its gender repercussions. Most of the national level studies 
and official documents also fail to  adequately capture the problems and struggles of NT/DNT women. Alt-
hough they are a part of marginalised groups of women, their situation is different from that of Dalit and adi-
vasi women. Mittal Patel concluded her presentation by expressing an urgent need to properly articulate the 
voices of NT/DNT women. 
 
Being a woman and Muslim in India - Hasina khan  
 
In a society laden with deep prejudices about Muslim community, myths related to Muslim women abound. 
That they are burkha clad, illiterate, dependent, victim and so on. The first and foremost challenge before 
Muslim women and activists like Hasina Khan who work with them is to challenge these notions. “Muslim 
women are neither a faceless vulnerable lot wanting charity from society and government nor their issues are 
just related with the Personal Law,” said Hasina Khan and added that countering this popular imagination 
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that muslim women are hapless women abused by their families is extremely necessary. Like other periph-
eral groups, Muslim women too face diverse kinds of marginalisation which is a result of structural discrimi-
nation and violence.  
 
Hasina Khan talked in detail about the rising right-wing politics and diminishing secularist principles in our 
country and how it impacts the lives of Muslim women and their activism. “The social and political environ-
ment in the country has been deliberately communalised. Be it the communal riots in 1993, post the demoli-
tion of Babri Masjid or recent occurrences like Love Jihad, we see a pattern of right-wing religious and polit-
ical organisations to corner Indian Muslims. This affects Muslim women directly as well as indirectly. In an 
overall insecure milieu, community tends to control the women even more intensely. This is a favourable 
condition for fundamentalist forces within the community to assert their control over the people’s mindsets.” 
 
Talking about the Triple Talaq law that was recently passed by the Centre, Hasina Khan said that it is gender 
discriminatory by its intent and nature. “It should be abolished as it violates the Constitutional Rights of 
Muslim women. This debate should not be based on whether Muslim women are for or against the commu-
nity. We have been fighting against the evils of Triple Talaq for the past 30-35 years. And through this 
course, we have many times gone to the court for different matters like custody, maintenance, child marriage 
in Islam etc. So it has been a very long struggle in fighting for the rights of Muslim women. And the courts 
always gave judgment on an individual level. But with the provision of criminalisation in the new law, 
women are going to suffer even more,” she said and added that what Muslim women want is not such a bi-
ased law but measures for social security and equal citizenship rights. 
 
Referring to NRC in Assam she said that the present government is using all its might to isolate minorities 
and rob them off with even their basic rights of identity and survival. She also expressed concern about the 
widening gap between the Muslims and other dominant social groups in India. “The rapidly spreading 
‘Islamophobia’ is a great cause of concern. It is becoming difficult for men and women in the Muslim com-
munity to routinely interact with people of other religion or to share each other’s tiffins in offices. A con-
scious attempt must be made by all broad-minded people, at individual and collective levels, to overcome 
these barriers,” she urged.    
 
Parallel Sessions   
 
After an inspiring inauguration and two thought-provoking plenaries, the participants dispersed in three 
groups for the three parallel sessions as follows. 
  
Session 1: Child Marriage - Innocence in Shackles   
Session 2: Domestic violence in the Context of Marginalised Women  
Session 3: Challenges of Access to Justice Faced by Survivors of Sexual Violence 
 
Session-1 - Child Marriages: Innocence in Shackles 

Speakers: Vijay Deshmukh, Women and Child Officer (Retd.), Aurangabad; Alaka Sahu, SEVA Odisha; 
Swati Bhattacharya, Journalist; Medhavinee Namjoshi, Consultant with UNICEF, Mumbai; Sanju Devi, 
Maitre Network Fellow, Jharkhand; Susheela, RDS, Andhra Pradesh 

Moderator: Manami, Nishtha, West Bengal 

A social problem where the victim is voiceless - Vijay Deshmukh 
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The first speaker, Vijay Deshmukh who has almost 22 years experience of working on issues of child rights, 
pinpointed the fact that in our society ‘family’ is the center of a child’s oppression. Hence, despite clear pol-
icy documents like Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination Against Women 
(CEDAW) and Child Right Convention (CRC), the state hesitates to intervene in the ‘family matters’ to pro-
tect the interest of the child.  

He said the problem of child marriage goes hand in hand with poverty and illiteracy, which not only im-
pedes children’s right to play, educate, choose, etc. but also enforces them into a sexual act that can be 
termed as sexual abuse.  

Sharing problems faced while making the mechanism set up to prevent child marriages do the needful he 
said Gram Sevak and Police Patil, as Child Right Officers, should take preemptive actions, however, they be-
ing part of the community see child marriage as customary practice and not as a child rights violation. Usu-
ally the action to stop a child marriage takes place at the time of ceremony when it gets difficult to with-
draw parents to commit the crime via counselling. Better awareness and sensitisation of the government 
machinery to fulfil their duties in this regard is called for. 

He suggested two strategies to curb the practice of child marriage. Firstly, have provisions where a victim 
has the right to register a complaint, so that the victim does no longer remains voiceless and her/his com-
plaint can be a basis for authorities to take timely action. Secondly, strict enforcement of mandatory regis-
tration of marriage along with age proofs of the bride and groom.   

Greater awareness of the concerned machinery - Alaka Sahu 

Talking about the gravity of the problem of child marriage Alka Sahu said it is not just an act of early mar-
riage, but it can also be linked with trafficking of minors for labour or sex work. She too reiterated the need 
for awareness of the police and the other officials entrusted with the responsibility to take action under the 
Child Marriage Act to know their duties. As an activist involved in building awareness and intervening in the 
incidences of child marriages, she insisted that children must be also made aware. In many cases, children 
protect their parents from any legal action by denying their marriage, which further complicates matters. 

Child marriage is a means to maintain control over women - Swati Bhattacharya 

A journalist Swati Bhattacharya suggested that the Child Marriage Act needs to be reviewed to check its 
potential to meet its purpose and tackle the challenges faced in its execution. Rather than looking at the 
problem unilaterally, one should look at various facets. For instance, today in urban areas the children are 
exposed to social media in an impressionable age, get confusing messages about sexuality and are eager to 
experience and experiment. There are many incidences where the children elope with their partners as 
they fear that parents would not approve of their choice and would force a partner they consider right on 
them. 

First and foremost we have to understand the politics of marriage, to tackle the problem of child marriage. 
Parents and communities, including the machinery responsible to implement the law, consider that chil-
dren, especially girls, do not have a mind of their own and are incapable of thinking what they want. There-
fore, parents decide partners for them on their behalf. 
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Child marriage or early marriage is closely linked with property rights. Once the girls are married off, they 
cease to have any claim in maternal property. She is also not in a position to assert any claim in the matri-
monial property. Thus, by keeping her dependent it becomes easier to control her sexuality, productivity, 
and mobility.   

Pursue education to children and employment for parents - Medhavinee Namjoshi 

Underlining that child marriage is a way to protect family ‘honour’ and to ensure relationships continue to 
take place within your own caste and religion, Medhavinee Namjoshi presented detailed statistics on the 
status of child marriages in India. The National Family Health Survey shows that in Maharashtra the preva-
lence of child marriage has declined from 47.7% in 1998-99 to 26.3% in 2015-16. Although 17 districts in 
the state show high prevalence than the state average and it is still a practice in rural areas and the margin-
alised castes and communities. Every third marriage among the SC/ST communities is child marriage. How-
ever, pan-Indian studied often obscure notable cultural practices, such as the practice of pre-marital sexual 
relationships in adivasis, which provide the opportunity for the couple to exercise their choices. She 
pointed out that natural and man-made disasters is also a major driving factor for early marriages. 

It is well proven that a better education system, assured livelihood options for the parents create enabling 
conditions for children and also minimises chances of early marriages. Hence, a favourable policy environ-
ment should be pursued.   

Under utilisation of funds meant for the girl-child is also a concern - Sanju Devi 

Sanju Devi emphasised the need to have an adequate support system to support girl education. This in-
cludes having proper schools and quality education within the vicinity to provide for transportation and 
scholarships for further education after schooling. Awareness should also be increased to stop early preg-
nancies, as it has serious repercussions on the physical, social, and psychological well-being of the girl. Civil 
society should ensure proper utilisation of funds meant to protect the interests of girl children.   

Devadasi is a gruesome form of child marriage - Susheela 

Talking about the traditional practice of Devdasi, Sushila said that in her Ananthpur district of Andhra Pra-
desh, over 3000 Dalit women are still observing this long abolished practice, which among other problems 
is a gruesome form of child marriage. It shows the failure of programmes that were meant to protect the 
women getting out of this custom, such as houses and pension for them.  

Talking about a general population, Sushila pointed out that marriage is considered security for girls. With 
growing atrocities against girls, they are considered to be safe within the homes, which is far from a reality. 
Because of this misconception proportion of child marriages is increasing with time. 

In the concluding remarks, Manami highlighted important strategies suggested by the panelists to check 
child marriages. This ranged from enabling education to awareness among the community stakeholders, 
such as Aganwadi Sevika, Gram Sevak, School Principal, Police Patil, along with activating Village Child Pro-
tection Committee formed under the Act. 

 
Parallel Session 2: Domestic violence in the context of marginalised women  
 
Speakers: Adv. Veena Gowda, Bombay high Court; Reenu Ali, AALI; S. Varalatachoumy, Deputy Director 
(Women Development, (Retired) Department of Women and Child and Development, Government of 
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Puducherry; Dr. Sushma D. Bhushan, Researcher Associate, Pondicherry University; Neelu Kumar, Mahila 
Jagaran Kendra, Bihar; Mimi Das, Nishta, Kolkata  
 
Moderator: Kiran Moghe, Janwadi Mahila Sanghatana, Pune  
 
Domestic violence is a Socio-political issue - Veena Gauda 
 
Enacted in 2006 Protection of Women against Domestic Violence Act is different from the earlier IPC 498A 
and provides broader definitions of domestic violence. It relies more on immediate relief than on punitive 
action, while stating specific roles of responsibilities upon the protection officers, service providers to ensure 
required safety and relief to the survivor. Providing this background details Veena Gauda said that though 
domestic violence is considered a personal matter it should be seen as a socio-political issue. Women must 
speak out openly about it. Elaborating on various challenges in taking the help of PWDVA to seek relief, 
Veena Gauda said that since the implementing mechanism is weak women do not get the relief in time. Le-
gal aid centres entrusted to support women litigants do not have experienced lawyers and hiring senior law-
yers is expensive and beyond means for many women. Hence the justice-seeking process becomes disem-
powering for them. And very few pursue their cases till their logical ends and finally get their dues. Although 
people believe that laws are biased towards women, the reality is far more different. Because of the lack of 
identity documents, marriage registration certificates, women find it difficult to claim their rights in maternal 
and matrimonial properties, which makes them more vulnerable and dependent on their partners. She said 
that the issue of domestic violence should be placed in the context of women’s other rights.  
 
Laws should not be misused by women - Varalalatchoumy 
 
A retired officer of the Woman and Child Development Department Varalalatchoumy’s argued that laws for 
women are grossly misused by women. She said that women have the wrong notion of empowerment. “They 
feel I can do anything and everything. In their overconfidence, they misuse the laws that are meant to protect 
women.” Her argument invited a lot of debate and criticism.  
 
Dependency leads to submissiveness - Sushma D Bhushan  
 
She presented findings of her small scale research made in Pondicherry to know women’s perception about 
domestic violence. The study showed that DV is linked with alcoholism and the proliferation of cheap liquor 
shops. The study also revealed scant awareness about different forms of violence other than physical vio-
lence. She concluded that women’s dependency on their men/partners makes them subservient and vulnera-
ble to violence inflicted on them. 
 
Studying perceptions of women, men and children regarding DV - Nilu Kumar 
 
Mahila Jagran Kendra in Bihar filed a PIL to know the status of implementation of PWDVA and exposed 
that no measures have been taken by the state government to set up the implementation machinery in place. 
Later, the organisation also carried out a study to understand the perception of people about domestic vio-
lence and efficacy of the law, as the two are closely linked. Talking about the study sample Nilu Kumar said 
that it involved 190 male, 185 female and 386 children from 375 families from 9 districts in Bihar. One of 
the startling findings of this study is that a large number of respondents (55% females and 47% male) did not 
know that domestic and sexual violence are legal crimes and they can seek help to address it. Very few men 
and women acknowledged the existence of violence in their own families, however, children reported that 
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fights and violence is a commonplace occurrence between their parents. The study also looked into percep-
tions of men and women about the division of household work, participation in decision making, control 
over one’s own earning, as these aspects are crucial in tackling and prohibiting domestic violence.  
 
Gross violation of the laws for women by lawyers and police - Reenu Mishra 
 
Going by the intensity of violence against women and insecurity, India needs stringent laws and their effec-
tive implementation. However, owing to poor implementation and anti-women bias of those responsible to 
execute, relief and justice are as distant to women as the stars in the sky, said Reenu Mishra. She said that 
though it is argued that women ‘misuse’ the law to harass their in-laws and husband, it is, in fact, the police 
and lawyers who misuse the laws to suit their interests. The 498A is one of the most contentious laws, how-
ever, till date, only 12% cases filed under this section have been heard. Whenever women approach the po-
lice to complain about domestic violence, police indulge in counselling and persuading her not to register a 
complaint, when they must investigate into the matter. PWDVA is a good law providing a broader definition 
of violence against women. We should demand its effective implementation and any efforts to make changes 
in the law should be opposed. 
 
Awareness and collective action helps women to claim their rights -  Mimi Das 
 
Police and PWDVA machinery takes needed action only when the organisation workers accompany the vio-
lence survivors. Otherwise, the complainants are not attended and all possible excuses are made to avoid reg-
istration of domestic violence cases, said Mimi Das, whose organisation Nishta has built awareness of 
women SHG members to claim their legal rights. 
Political will is equally necessary along with the robust laws, which is completely lacking at present com-
mented Kiran Moghe in her concluding remarks. 
 

Parallel Session 3: Challenges of access to justice faced by survivors of sexual violence  
 
Speakers: Asha Kowtal, National Campaign for Dalit Human Rights; Manisha, Social Activist, Har-
yana; Manju Raj, Maitri Network Fellow, Jharkhand; Sagaya Shanti, Gender Consultant, Fairtrade, 
Network of Asia and Pacific Producers  
 
Moderator: Lalida, ADECOM Network  
 
We want to live as survivors and not as victims - Mansiha  
 
As the women in our society are divided across class and caste, the responses of the society also vary accord-
ing to the caste and class of the victim, opined Manisha, a social activist working with manual scavenging 
workers in Haryana. She strongly criticised the attitude of police in particular and mainstream society, in ge-
neral, is addressing the violence against women in the marginalised sections. “When a woman worker scav-
enger faces sexual violence and goes to police to register her complaint, the police dismiss her as if she is 
lying to settle some score with the perpetrators. General people also look at our women in disbelief. Since 
the complaint does not get registered, we can hardly think of getting justice,” said Manisha and stressed the 
need for change in the mindset of people, especially the police and civil society.  
 
Society is only aware of problems of women who can write and speak from public platforms, however, the 
severity of problems faced by women unable to express through these means is far more intense. Manisha 
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said, “Under the #MeToo several working women have shared their accounts. However, scavenging workers 
can neither write not are they active on social media. Therefore their stories remain unknown,” she said and 
expected the women’s movement should be more sensitive towards these ‘invisible’ women.      
 
“The women routinely face caste discrimination that harms their self-dignity. Nevertheless, they are vocal 
about their problems and determined that they want to die as victims, but want to live as survivors,” she said.  
 
Overcome the victimhood mindset - Sagaya Shanti 
 
First and foremost, the women should get over with the victimhood mindset, said Sagaya Shanti, who works 
with women from diverse marginalised sections. The women don’t come forward to speak against their per-
petrators because of internalised oppression. “They feel they cannot make a complaint against a person from 
upper caste and have to bear whatever imposed on them. This is the wrong mindset, which needs to be 
changed.”  
 
In our society, physical and sexual violence against marginalised women has a cultural and social sanction. 
Talking against it she said, “Dominant caste people think that socially downtrodden women are meant to 
serve them and they are available to them as per their wish. For instance, Bediya community women do sex 
work as a cultural practice. Devadasi women, after marrying to God, are forced into sex work. These prac-
tices are nothing but cultural and structural violence against women and must be challenged with all our 
might.”  
 
She also talked in detail about the problems faced by women who lodge a complaint and fight the legal case. 
“Justice is denied to them at every step. Village heads don’t cooperate with the police when they come for 
investigations. Police deliberately keep loopholes in their investigation. And the court hearings are a lengthy 
process. These trials take a toll on women’s lives, whereas they want acceptance and respect from their own 
family and community.” The State can minimise these challenges by streamlining investigations and fast-
tracking these cases, she said.    
 
Online trolling directed at Dalit activists is equally harmful - Asha Kowtal 
 
The monster of caste is omnipresent. None other than women from suppressed castes know it far better from 
their life experiences. The law and order machinery, meant to provide justice to women is neither sensitive 
nor equipped to do their duty, said Asha Kowtal.  
 
Sharing the dilemma faced by Dalit activists like her she said, “the system has failed Dalits and suppressed 
women in providing a fair process of hearing and trial. However, we cannot discard the system either. Within 
the given system we have to pursue our struggle. Hence we should also work to make it even better,” she 
said and added that we need professional counsellors and psychiatrists to extend help the complaint women.  
 
The digital space is also not free from abuse and Dalit activists are trolled with casteist and sexist biases, she 
said. “It is sometimes difficult to decipher whether online abuse is less intense than offline abuse. The entire 
Dalit community is branded as backward and not worth the reservations provided to them. We need to think 
collectively to find strategies to counter online abuse and hatred directed at Dalit activists.”          
 
 
Cultural evening - a para to be added 
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Day 2  
 
Session 1 - Conceptualising on Sexual Harassment of Women at the Workplace 
 
Speakers: Bhanwari Devi, Social Activist; Adv. Rama Sarode, Lawyer and member of Local Commit-
tee in Pune; Dr. Sandali Thakur, Research Coordinator, TISS; Swati Bhattacharya, Journalist  
 
Moderator: Smriti Minocha  
 
As the moderator, Smriti Minocha introduced the topic and the speakers. 
  
Her fight led to India’s Law against Sexual Harassment - Bhanwari Devi 
 
The panel among others included Bhanwari Devi, whose life and struggle epitomises the importance of 
women’s safety at the workplace. Narrating her life story she said, “although I did not get the justice, my sis-
ters and daughters are getting protection from the law that originated from the case I fought.”  
 
Bhanwari Devi, a farm labourer got involved in the Women’s Development Project (WDP) run by the then 
State government of Rajasthan and became a ‘Sathin’ in 1985. Her job involved going door-to-door in the 
village, campaigning against social ills. Because of the high prevalence of early marriages in the state, Raja-
sthan government decided to launch a campaign against child marriage in 1992. All Sathins were entrusted 
with the responsibility of spreading awareness against child marriages. “I came to know that the marriage of 
a nine-month-old girl child was planned in one of the family. I reached the home, took the help of the police 
and the marriage was stopped for the time being. But the family continued with their plan in the dead night 
on the same day. Later police took no action. But the angered upper-caste Gujjar family used their social sta-
tus and declared a boycott on my family. No villager was allowed to buy earthen pot me and my husband 
made and we were socially ostracised.” The Gujjar people were so hurt that she, a ‘lower caste potter’ had 
stopped the marriage of a daughter in an upper caste family and did not stop at that.   
 
After a couple of months, on the evening of September 22, 1992, while she and her husband were working in 
their field, five men from the dominant Gujar community attacked the couple. They hit him hard with sticks 
till he lost consciousness and then they raped her. She went on to file a complaint, however, face many diffi-
culties as the perpetrators got backing from the local MLA and other powerful people. All possible efforts 
were made to interfere with the investigations and weaken the case. From a delayed medical test to botched 
up police investigation. And when she went public with her complaint, she was accused of lying. Her attack-
ers denied rape and said there had only been a quarrel. It is only after local groups supported her and the me-
dia reported the reality, the case was handed over to the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI). The five ac-
cused were finally arrested more than a year after the crime and were charged with harassment, assault, con-
spiracy and gang rape. The lengthy court trial and court judgments were even stronger blows for Bhanwari 
Devi and her supporters and portrayed the social and gender biases within the judiciary.  
 
Although justice remained elusive to her, Bhanwari Devi’s fight didn’t go in vain. Her case became a test 
case to demand women’s safety at the workplace. Working as part of a government programme and taking 
the government’s agenda further, she faced sexual violence as a result of her duty. First, as a result of the PIL 
filed by a group of organisations, Vishakha Guidelines laid down the norms for workplace safety. Then, 
these became the basis to make a comprehensive law in 2013 to prevent sexual harassment of women.  
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Bhanwari Devi made history with her fight for justice and contributed meaningfully to the women’s move-
ment with her fearless struggle. “I continue to stay in the same village and the upper caste community is still 
up against me.” But she knows this is a price she is paying for her fight to correct a wrong in our system.   
 
Pune Local Committee has drafted SOPs - Adv. Rama Sarode 
 
A Member of the Local Committee for Pune district Adv. Rama Sarode shared the problems and her efforts 
in making the committee active and functioning. To build awareness that a ‘Local Committee’ is in place and 
can be approached for addressing cases of sexual harassment by women workers in the informal sector as 
well as small scale establishments with less than 10 employees, the members took the help of WCD District 
Officer and Deputy Collector. “We organised a series of meetings that helped to build the needed perspective 
and awareness. Later we also organised training for members of internal committees, in which we insisted 
that if the employers don’t comply, they will have to pay hefty fine,” she added and said that though we are 
not in favour of charging them a fine, this punitive provision helps to reinforce the importance of having a 
proper internal committee in place.   
 
She shared key problems faced by the Local Committee while they make the law work on the ground. 
“There are a range of problems. Respondents don’t give importance to the notices sent by us, as they are ig-
norant about the existence of the Local Committee. Since there are no budgetary provisions for the function-
ing of Local Committee, it becomes difficult for members to work in an organised and systematic manner,” 
she said. There is even no office space where they can talk with the applicant and the respondent to maintain 
privacy and confidentiality. Talking about proactive initiatives of the Local Committee, she said, “We have 
drafted Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs), which can provide a detailed guideline for all district level 
Local Committees.” 
 
Law is pro-women, but its executors at not - Dr. Sandali Thakur 
 
Sharing key findings of her study that probed into difficulties of working women and students facing sexual 
harassment at their workplaces and/or institutes to make complaints, Sandali Thakur talked about procedural 
difficulties hindering the execution of the law.  
 
“This study was inspired by an instance where a girl student was unable to take legal recourse. Owning to 
unequal power relations with the perpetrators, both in academic institutes and at workplaces, women push 
their ‘unpleasant’ experiences under the carpet,” said Sandali Thakur. The study aimed at analysing the ex-
periences of women approaching Internal Committees and the procedures adopted in addressing these cases 
by respective organisations.   
 
The study found that many organisations were unaware of the role IC is expected to play in preventing and 
addressing sexual harassment, although they have it on paper. “Most of the organisations set up this structure 
as compliance but it is far from active. In their annual reports, they fail to clearly state the processes adopted 
in tackling cases and it is a common practice to just copy-paste excerpts from the provisions of the law. In 
the instance of any complaint, HR officers encourage the women to first approach the grievance cell and thus 
try to tone down the intensity of the problem. Some organisation refers to IC as the Ethics Committee, which 
scrutinises the authenticity of the case before giving fair learning to the complainant.”  
 
The study looked into the experiences of women complainants in detail. “It is observed that a woman gener-
ally register her case after she repeatedly encounters unpleasant experiences of sexual harassment on multi-
ple occasions. They are interrogated by IC members in a humiliating manner and some times her ‘trial’ takes 
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place in the presence of the accused. IC members question the woman’s behaviour - what was she wearing, 
was she drunk and so on - and show disbelief on her account. Confidentiality norms are flouted and infor-
mation spreads among all her co-workers. This forces some complainants to quit their jobs,” said Sandali 
Thakur stressing the fact that IC fails to give confidence and trust to the complainant that she will get a fair 
hearing. “After approaching IC and going through its hearing process women feel frustrated for engaging in 
a useless exercise.  
 
In the concluding remarks, she said that the law needs to be strengthened by laying down the concrete proce-
dure of inquiry and documentation. The provision of ‘malicious intent of the complainant’ should be re-
moved as it is used against the women. The provisions that were part of the initial draft, specifically related 
to psychological-legal-social assistance to women, strict time-limit for completion of a hearing, should be 
incorporated in the law. 
 
 
‘MeToo’ movement a watershed moment for the News Media - Swati Bhattacharya 
 
Sexual harassment at the workplace is an age-old problem, it is only now we have recognised it and have 
taken legal measures to prevent it. This point was very well illustrated by Swati Bhattacharya who said, 
“Savitribai Phule, a pioneer of women’s education, was harassed by orthodox people who thought education 
is not meant for women. This among things accounts for her harassment at her workplace. So is the case of 
Bhanwari Devi, my co-speaker, who became a target for sexual harassment for doing her duty.”  
 
Although setting up a proper IC is mandatory for every establishment, even today many media houses do not 
have this committee. “When we women journalists pursue this issue, we are told that it is unnecessary in our 
offices. However, the ‘MeToo’ campaign has very well shown the situation within news media houses. 
While most who came forward courageously with their disturbing accounts were working at the level of head 
offices, the situation at the level of district and sub-district offices is far from conducive for women to work,” 
she said and asked how can media houses considered themselves immune from this legal compliance. 
 
A member of Asia level network of women journalists, Swati Bhattacharya said, “Along with explicit forms 
of sexual violence, we should also talk about subtler forms that tend to ‘normalise’ violence within the work-
places. For instance, in the office meetings and interactions menfolk routinely use slanderous and sexist lan-
guage, which is also a form of verbal abuse. Although their vilification is not directed towards a specific per-
son, it contributes to making an unhealthy and unsafe workplace.”          
 
Session 2 - Discrimination of dalit, adivasi and NT/DNT children in the school and higher education   
 
Speakers: Prof. Samata Mane, Yashvant Rao Chavan School of Social Work, Satara; Adv. Disha 
Wadekar, Human Rights Lawyer and Student Activist, New Delhi   
 
Moderator: prof. Lalit Bhaware, KSP, WSC, SPPU 
 
Out of school dalit, adivasi and NT/DNT children - Prof. Samata Mane 

It is observed that the five states - Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Rajasthan, and Maharashtra - 
with high drop-out rates for children of the Dalit, Adivasi, and NT/DNT communities, also have high per-
centages of child labourers migrating within and outside the state. As the link between child education and 
child exploitation is clear, it is all the more important to ensure every child is part of the educational 
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stream, said Samata Mane, who represented an organisation that runs 8 Ashram schools for NT/DNT chil-
dren in Satara and Solapur districts of Maharashtra.     

Stating that the passage of the Right to Education (RTE) Act has brought in hope for out-of-school children 
from marginalised communities, she said that teachers, parents, police, and society at large should play a 
greater role in ensuring admission of every child in the school. “Teachers should to make home visits to 
children and meet their parents to enrol them. If the child is irregular, they should make the home-visit 
again to find out why the child isn’t coming. Along with increasing the enrolment the children should get an 
engaging school environment and the quality of education should also be maintained,” she added.  

“One of the lesser-known provisions of the RTE is that it empowers every citizen to bring back the children 
to school,” informed Samata Mane and expected the civil society would play an active role. For instance, if 
citizens notice a child loitering, begging, or working, essentially an out of school child, they can with the 
help of police send him/her to school. Awareness regarding different committees constituted for this pur-
pose should also be increased, she insisted. 

“Although the awareness about education is pronounced in the SC community, NT/DNT communities still 
lag. The quality of education in a government school should be improved so that the students learning in 
them can fulfil their goals and dreams, which will help them rise above their struggle for survival.”  

For the poor people, more children mean more hands to earn. A child who can speak and spread his hands 
to beg is considered liable to earn, thus s/he becomes an asset to the family. Generally, girls are forced to 
look after their younger siblings, while boys are engaged in begging or petty employment. Go beyond your 
prejudices about poor and marginalised people and see how can help them, she appealed.   

 

The Discrimination in Education and the Law - Adv. Disha Wadekar 

Taking the cue from the previous speaker Adv. Disha Wadekar said, “The fact that dreams of becoming a 
highly educated person are accomplished in the higher education institutes and universities, which have 
remained beyond reach for most of us.” Proud to be a beneficiary of the affirmative reservations’ policy of 
the Indian Constitution, Disha Wadekar said that it has helped her complete my school and college educa-
tion, and then to become an Advocate. However, higher studies educational institutes espouse Brahminical 
culture and make it difficult for non-brahmin students to pursue their educational dreams. She remem-
bered Rohit Vemula and Dr. Payal Tadvi who were forced to end their lives as a result of dominant caste 
politics ingrained in the educational institutes. 

“There is no dearth of such ‘institutional murders’. In 1992 Chunni Kotwal, who belonged to the Lodha, a 
de-notified tribe, was the first woman to acquire a graduate degree from her community. Aspiring to ac-
complish post-graduation in Anthropology she got admission to Calcutta University, however, she was vic-
timised for being a member of an ‘ex-criminalised’ tribe which she couldn’t bear for long. Her fight against 
the odds was presented in the form of a story by well-known fiction writer Mahashweta Devi,” she said and 
underlined the importance of speaking-out to express your fights, struggles, and resistances.  

From the suicide of Chunni Kotwal in 1992 to that of Dr. Payal Tadvi’s in 2019, hardly anything has changed 
at the level of institutes of higher education that still carry ‘Manu Smirti’ in their minds. “Although, with the 
inspiration from Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar, the entry in the education institutes in increasing, the paths of 
students getting the benefit of reservation policy are filled with deliberate hurdles. The fellowship forms 
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they are eligible for, are delayed. The guidelines related to it are not timely furnished. Students are de-
prived of information. They are unaware of the processes they are expected to comply with. It is not a tech-
nical or administrative glitch, but a conspiracy of the Brahminical system.”  

Though the reservation is an opportunity of equality and a measure to correct the historical wrongdoings, 
the institute management deliberately fuels the discriminatory bias. Disha Wadekar said, “List of students 
admitted in the institutes and Universities are categorised as non-reserved and reserved. The segregation 
as per the caste and communities begins from the beginning. The batches are thus formed based on these 
lists. After which peers and faculty do not leave any opportunity to humiliate students based on their 
marks, merits, and reservation. Teachers pass remarks on English, on Math, etc, without really considering 
that most of us have studied in the Zilla Parishad schools, and cannot be compared with those privileged 
studied in private English medium schools. The discrimination further continues in the hostel and mess. The 
residential facilities of the higher caste and other castes are separated. Student’s segregation and discrimi-
nation continue under the pretext of eating cultures- vegetarian and non-vegetarian. It is not anti-reserva-
tion rhetoric, but oppression,” said Disha and termed this as a process of ‘othering’. Such a form of institu-
tional humiliation results in ‘murders’ as seen in many instances.  

Talking about the solutions she said, “after the death of Rohit Vemula, in the year 2012 UGC issued an 
‘Equity Guidelines’ against the caste discrimination on the University campus in which has become manda-
tory to set up ‘SC/ST Cell, whereby students/faculty/ any staff member of the institute can reach out and 
register their complaints against caste discrimination. To address the complaint University is expected to 
appoint an inquiry committee and punish the perpetrators.”  

The SC/ST Cell is yet another platform. However, the RTI data of the year 2016-19 shows that the 50% Uni-
versities i.e. in 800 Universities that have formed the SC/ST cells have registered only 14 cases, in two 
years. This is contradictory to reality, as the media has reported more than 50 cases of caste discrimination. 
And these cases were resolved through mediation, i.e. the perpetrator was counselled and not punished.  

Therefore, two petitions have been filed in the Supreme Court. The petition seeking guidelines on the bases 
of Vishakha guidelines, for the caste discriminations on the University campus, which will be strictly fol-
lowed and not flouted.  

 

Session 3 - Violence faced by Single women  

Speakers: Parul Choudhary, Rashtriya Ekal Nari Adhikar Manch / National Forum for Single Women’s 
Rights; Renuka Kad, Vikas Adhayan Kendra, Mumbai  

Moderator: Deepali, Urja, Mumbai  

Problems of single women, the women who are by choice or by circumstances out of wedlock, are more 
complex as a result of entrenched gender and caste discrimination in our society. Forced to be on their own, 
their struggle for survival shapes their identity. 
 
Working to ensure a life with dignity and self-control for single women - Parul Choudhary 

In a society that believes marriage as indispensable to women, single women are rendered invisible. The 
national network - Rashtriya Ekal Nari Adhikar Manch - makes the problems of these invisible women visi-
ble along with giving them hope and sense of dignity.  
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Parul Chaoudhary said, “The institution of marriage ensures that a woman lives under the control of her 
man. However, women are socialised in such a manner that they begin to believe that marriage is central 
to their existence. Therefore, when a woman doesn’t get married or if her marriage doesn’t sustain, she 
blames herself and her world falls apart. As a collective, we build their self-awareness and power to fight 
for their rights.” As part of the collective they can speak about physical and mental violence inflicted upon 
them.    

By organising training programmes for the single women, this national network encourages them to reflect 
on their day-to-day experiences. “Even the basic needs of single women get neglected, like getting enough 
food to eat. In a joint family set-up, single women are supposed to stay at the mercy of other family mem-
bers. She gets sympathy for her ‘ill-fate’ but not her rightful share in the property. If she wants to be on her 
own, family expects her to shoulder all her responsibilities. In such cases, they have to fight for their right 
to land and property.”  

The network is constituted of several organisations working with single women at their respective levels. 
“One organisation from Beed district in Maharashtra has taken a brave step to challenge an age-old prac-
tice against single women. When the husband of a woman dies, other married women come forward and 
take off  her kumkum, magalsutra, bangles etc. This ritual of taking off ornaments and symbols of marriage 
is always a painful ritual for women. Knowing this from their experiences women in Beed created aware-
ness against it in their community and also succeeded in stopping it,” she shared. This shows how single 
women are gathering courage to assert for themselves.           

 

Specific requirements of single women should be met with adequate policy measures - Renuka Kad 

The nature of discrimination and violence faced by single women is related to the multiple factors that con-
tribute to their single-hood, said Renuka Kad. Owing to a wide-ranging factors, from unscrupulous state 
policies to vagaries of nature, farmers are facing a crisis and debt-ridden farmers are finding an escape by 
ending their lives. Saying that the plight of ‘farmer widows’ is far more critical, she said that the widows 
have to shoulder all family responsibility single-handedly and also have to repay the loans. Sometimes nat-
ural and man-made disasters like drought lead to early marriages. Often women are forced to leave their 
matrimonial home because of violence or sometimes because of desertion and widowhood, they have to 
return to their parents. They are seen as a burden although they are earning for themselves. Socially they 
are seen as less respectable and are ostracised from some cultural ceremonies.  

Taking an overview of legal entitlements Renuka Kad said that a long legal battle results in a paltry mainte-
nance amount that the husbands don’t pay in time. “This is a plight of over 7 crores single women in the 
country and this number is gross estimation,” she said.  

The pension scheme meant for single women needs to be thoroughly reviewed and revised by the govern-
ment. Before that every state government should conduct a census of single women, accordingly budgetary 
provisions should be made.  

Concluding the presentation she said, “The term ‘single women’ is broadly used to describe a diverse set of 
women, from the unmarried, widowed, deserted women to sex workers and transgender women. The gov-
ernment should come up with the concrete policy and programmes by taking into account specific require-
ments of these women.”         
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Session 4 - Crimes of Honour and Jaat Panchayat against Marginalised women  
 
Speakers: Prof. Semmalar, Layla Law College and Vimal More, Writer, Activist NT-DNT community  
 
Moderator: Prof. Sanjaykumar Kamble, KSP, WSC, SPPU  
 

Introducing the topic Prof. Sanjaykumar Kamble said that the honour crimes are not confined to a particular 
state or region. This barbaric act spreads throughout the country to control couples to marry outside the 
norms of ones’ caste or religion. Justified as an assertion to protect ‘honour’ of a community, in real sense, 
there is no honour in killing. 
 
Build positive models of ‘love’ - Prof. Semmalar  
 
Presenting her critique of the Indian feminist movement Prof. Semmalar said that it fails to address the in-
tersectionality of issues of Dalit, Adivasi, and Muslim women. Since the Indian feminist movement is pri-
marily led by upper-caste women, it just addresses masculine power and not the caste-based patriarchy 
that is rooted in its varna system. 

“The hierarchical caste system necessitates ‘purity’ of its women and the notions of ‘honour’, ‘culture’, 
‘pride’ are all associated with the women’s body. Hence, women belonging to any social group are allowed 
to exercise their choice in choosing their life partner. Since it is a socially acceptable system, guardians of 
patriarchy in the respective communities have a license to exercise control against those who do not con-
form.”  

Saying that honour crimes are closely related to politics of caste identities Prof. Semmalar cited the exam-
ples post the Mandal Commission Report. For example, In the southern parts of Tamil Nadu caste groups 
which earlier belonged to OBC categories took to honour killings to protect their identities. In 2010, Tamil 
Nadu court for the first time gave a benchmark verdict and punished five people of the Khap Panchayat 
who were involved in such crimes. In another case, in the year 2018, the court said that the consent of the 
family and the community is not required for the adult wanting to engage in marital relations. Along with 
these positive verdicts, she also shared the Supreme Court Guidelines given in the Shakti Vahini case and 
the context of Khap Panchyat’s extra-judicial activities. These indicate course of action against erring Khap 
Panchayats and hold the state responsible to protect the interest and safety, security of the couple who 
want to get married. 

To tackle hate we need to build positive models of love, said Prof. Semmalar and added that the young cou-
ples who come together out of love and without paying heed to caste boundaries should be supported. “To 
stop honour killing, we have to build solidarity and fraternity with the larger society as well as like-minded 
organisations, movements, activists, forums, etc., to be part of the mainstream,” she concluded.   

 

Marginalised by mainstream and controlled by Jaat Panchayat - Vimal More 

The writer of ‘A Stove of Three Stone’ Vimal More talked about issues of NT/DNT women in detail. “In Ma-
harashtra, there are about 200 communities that belong to NT-DNT tribes. They haplessly travel from one 
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place to another for living, therefore their educational status is poor and they hardly have any resources, 
such as land, of their own.  

“For thousands of years, these communities have been surviving by providing temporary services, such as 
entertainment, medicinal herbs, repairing farm tools, and other needs of the villages. All these services 
fetch a paltry income. For instance, Dombari, Kholati perform acrobats and collect money from the audi-
ence after their performance. Partatwale Joshi and Kurmude Joshi are astrologers; Gondhali, Aradhaye, and 
other communities perform dance and sing in front of the god’s idol, they also pay their services to god-
desses and collect alms; Ghisadi make and repair farm tools and so on.”   

“Since most of these communities survive on their own and are not accepted by the mainstream society 
they are influenced by Jat-Panchayats. The community leads their life as per the norms and guidelines set 
by the Jat-Panchayats. The Jat-Panchayats has set stringent punishments so that any members of the com-
munity do not dare to disobey or think of leaving the community. Therefore, all these communities are con-
fined within their traditions. The women of these communities have become victims of the patriarchy. The 
punishment enforced on women are cruel, scary, and inhumane, so no one dares to break the rules. For 
instance, if a woman is accused of cheating then she has to undergo severe tests to prove her purity. Such 
as removing of a coin from boiling oil, walking on fire charcoal, etc. If she is found ‘guilty’, the punishments 
enforced on her are harsh, such as one of her breasts is cut off as a punishment. The purpose behind such 
stringent punishments is because the communities desire to control and confine women.” 

 
Session 5 - Women in Governance   
 
Speakers: Bondita Acharya, Steering committee member, Women in governance (Win-G), Assam; 
Bhim Raskar and Sadhana Tippanakaje, RSCD, Navi Mumbai; Chhaya Khandare, Sarpanch; Suman 
Thorat, Sarpanch 
 
Moderator: Savita Jadhav, Sadhna Institute for Social Development  
 
The practice of division of tenure disables women’s functioning as a leader - Bhim Raskar 
One of the activists behind evolving ‘Mahila Rajsatta Aandolan’ as a successful forum for elected women 
representatives in the local government in Maharashtra, Bhim Raskar talked about key challenges faced by 
women who get involved in political decision making. Considered an exclusively male domain so far, the 
reservations in local governing bodies paved way for the women to be part of the governing process. “When 
women want to get active and assert themselves in the political arena men feel threatened. Women pay the 
price for speaking what they want to speak and doing what they want to do,” he lamented.  
 
He talked about the problems of women in politics that arise from stereotypical notions about them. “The 
problem of male interference is commonplace. It can be in the form of ‘Sarapanch Pati’, that is respective  
male family members work on behalf of elected women and ask the women to take a back seat or it can be in 
the form of averse opposition, no-confidence motion if it is difficult for men to control and dominate the 
elected women,” he said. It is assumed that women are not politically capable, they will not understand 
budget making and other functioning. When women assert themselves they face character assassination or 
no-confidence motion. Talking about a peculiar problem observed in many villages, he said, “The five -year 
term is divided among the women members. This means if there are 5 women members each one gets a one 
year term to assume the role of Sarpanch. This unconstitutional practice of division of tenure disables 
women’s functioning as a leader and head of the gram panchayat.” 
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Her work speaks for her - Chhaya Khandare 
 
A Sarpanch of Dhanvarigaon village in Shirur block in Pune district Chaaya Khandare has emerged stronger 
with every opposition she faced in politics. “I belong to scheduled caste community and no one in my family 
was ever a member of Gram Panchayat before I became Sarpanch. The initial period was good, but problems 
started when I started asserting myself,” she said. When the fellow members realised that she is capable of 
taking decisions on her own she was harassed in many ways, from spreading rumours about her character to 
calling her incapable. Ignoring criticism against her Chhaya Khandare devoted herself to her work. Many of 
her projects have made a mark. One among them is plantation over the village grazing land, which provides 
income to Gram Panchayat through its production of fruits and medicinal plants. Now, the villagers respect 
and trust her.  
 
Facing no-confidence motion with confidence - Suman Thorat 
 
A Sarpanch of Sheval Wadi Gramapnchyat in Ambegaon block from Pune district Suman Thorat faced a no-
confidence motion just after a couple of months since she assumed the chair as head of Gram Panchayat. She 
faced the inquiry with confidence and proved all allegations against her incorrect. She called a Gram Sabha 
meeting, in which she talked directly with villagers. By presenting the statement of income and expenses, 
she proved that she has not misused a single paisa in her tenure. Villagers appreciated her transparency and 
lauded her for her courage hardly seen in any of the political representatives. “I gathered the courage to fight 
because of Mahila Rajsatta Aandolan,” she said and added that elected women representatives much come 
together and collectively raise their voice. 
 
Lack of upward mobility a major hindrance for women’s political journey - Sadhana Tippanakaje 
 
Sadhana who works with RSCD and helps Mahila Rajsatta Andolan women document their life stories 
talked about the journeys of elected women across Maharashtra. Sharing many stories she said, “Women 
have proved their mettle and are emerging as able decision-makers at the local government level. Reserva-
tions have played a supportive role is allowing women’s entry in the political arena. However, since there are 
no reservations at the state and centre level, women leaders are not able to contest elections for upper tiers.” 
She said that most women take a back seat after the elected term gets over. “There is no upward mobility for 
women as political leaders. They garner a lot of knowledge by successfully tackling local issues. But they 
cannot pursue their political leadership beyond a point. It is a waste of their experiential knowledge,” she la-
mented.   
 
Struggle of north-eastern states against the codification of customary laws - Bondita Acharya 
 

A founder member of Women in Governance (Win-G), a network formed in 2009 to address structural vio-
lence inflicted on women of Northeast, Bondita Acharya said, “Though the term women in governance is 
often linked with their political participation, it also applies the role they play in family, in the market, and 
in the society.”  

In the four north-eastern states of Assam, Meghalaya, Tripura, and Mizoram, where there is the 6th sched-
ule, the governance structure is different. Article 241 of the Indian Constitution provides special status to 
these adivasi areas to protect land and cultural ethnicity, which thereby gives the communities to continue 
their customary laws. However, women are not seen as equal citizens in these customary laws and men get 
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an added advantage over the women. With over 400 tribal groups, who speak about 200 languages, and 
each of these tribal groups has different Customary laws. These are oral laws, and not documented law. 
Moreover, these are age old laws. For instance, one of the customary law against rape is that if rape is com-
mitted on the higher side of the rape it is considered a crime, as the culprit would have had to drag a 
woman on the higher side, but if it occurred on the lower side of the road, then it happened with her con-
sent. Also, the governance process is under the control of men and there is no space for women. Although 
the women in other states can take benefit of reservations for them, women in north-eastern states can-
not. If a woman of Assam has to apply for maintenance under the domestic violence act, she cannot di-
rectly go to the court, instead have to go to the customary court.  

“Currently, due to the potential tie-ups with the South Asian Countries, there is economic growth in the 
North-East, therefore the government of India is thinking of codifying the customary laws. But we demand 
is that the laws should not be codified, because then they would be sanctioned and it would get difficult to 
amend them. So, we want the government to first amend the laws, make them gender-equal and then cod-
ify them,” she said.  

 
Passing of the Resolutions  
 
Speakers: Karunaprabha, Green Tara Foundation; Prof. Sanjaykumar Kamble, KSP, WSC, SPPU 
Ashif Shaikh, Jan Sahas, Vaishali Bhandwalkar, Nirman, Pune   
 
The concluding session was devoted to decide strategies and future course of action. To facilitate the dis-
cussion Ashif Shaikh presented the ‘Pune Declaration’ as a charter of demands and action as follows;  

 

 

 
 
 
 
   


